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Why wait for the next chapter in your life to enjoy a beautiful home? Choose 
Grandeur Flooring, and let every step on our exquisite floors be a testament 
to your commitment to quality, aesthetics, and comfort. 

https://grandeurflooring.ca



Our Commitment to Quality

All of Grandeur’s products are constructed from high quality lumber materials that are 

sourced from various locations around the world.

At Grandeur, we pride ourselves on adhering our product manufacturing processes by using 

sustainable practices that abide by Canadian and international standards. Our company’s expe-

rience, quality, and innovative designs are what make us the preferred brand for many interior 

designers, builders, and architects.

About Us

Grandeur Flooring is a Canadian flooring distributor that specializes in the design and distri-

bution of high-end engineered hardwood, vinyl, laminate and solid hardwood flooring. Over 

the years, we have established ourselves as a key flooring supplier through providing distinc-

tive solutions that are both innovative and fashionable.

We offer a vast selection of various flooring types, finishes, colours, and textures – from wire-

brushed, hand-scraped, and saw-marked flooring to intricately designed signature patterns 

such as herringbone – we’ve truly got it all.

Our strong network of industry professionals allows us to remain connected to the rapidly 

evolving landscape of consumer trends and styles; quickly spotting and catering to the needs 

and demands of our consumers in the construction and interior design industry.

Grandeur Flooring’s primary distribution center is conveniently located in the heart of the 

GTA; with a fully stocked inventory to maximize accessibility and to provide you with the 

reliability to finish even the most last-minute projects with confidence.



At Grandeur Flooring, we are a proud member of several flooring standard 
organisations such as the NWFA, NALFA and WFCA. We have also been 
certified by CARB Phase 2 compliant, Floor Score, Greenguard and FSC.

Organisations | Certifications

THE 
GRANDEUR 
ADVANTAGE 
Our company’s experience, quality, and expertise are what make us 
the go-to flooring company for many interior designers and a cutting-
edge resource in the industry.

We proudly abide by the industry and 
manufacturing standards for safety and 
quality so you can rest assured that our 
products will not harm your loved ones 
or the environment.

We pride ourselves on being on 
the cutting edge of new flooring 
technologies; from finishing to 
installation, you can be sure that we 
offer nothing but the best.

All of our flooring options come 
with a limited residential warranty of 
up to 35 years to keep you covered 
for the years to come.

We understand the hassle of 
installing new floors - which is why 
we offer the latest in installation 
technologies to help streamline the 
process as quickly and effectively as 
possible.

You can boost your home’s 
resale value by installing new and 
fashionable vinyl, engineered, or 
laminate flooring.

With 2 locations conveniently 
located in the GTA, we are fully 
accessible in the event that 
you require additional product 
knowledge or need to meet tight 
deadlines.
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Acton
Ajax
Alliston
Aylmer
Aurora
Barrie
Bolton
Bowmanville
Bracebridge
Bradford
Brampton
Brantford
Brighton
Burlington 
Caledonia
Cambridge
Chatham
Cobourg
Concord
Collingwood
Cookstown
Cornwall
Dunnville
Dundas
Dutton
Elmira
Etobicoke
Exeter
Fenelon Falls
Fonthill
Fort Erie
Georgetown
Grand Bend
Guelph

Hamilton
Huntsville
Ingersoll
Kemptville
Keswick
Kincardine
Kingston
Kitchener
London
Mactier
Markham
Milton
Mississauga
Napanee
Nepean
Newmarket
Niagara Falls
North Bay
North York
Oakville
Orangeville
Orillia
Oshawa
Ottawa
Owen Sound
Parry Sound
Pembroke
Perth
Peterborough
Pickering
Pontypool
Richmond Hill
Ridgetown
Ridgeway

Sarnia
Sault Ste. Marie
Scarborough
Shelburne
Simcoe
Smiths Falls
Smithville
St. Catharines
St. Clements
St. Thomas
Stouffville
Sturgeon Falls
Sudbury
Sundridge
Thornbury
Thornhill
Thunder Bay
Tillsonburg
Toronto
Trenton
Unionville
Vaughan
Wasaga Beach
Waterloo
Watford
Welland
Westport
Whitby
Windsor
Woodbridge
Woodstock

DEALER 
LOCATIONS
Ontario

Alberta

Manitoba

Calgary
Edmonton
Red Deer

Quebec

Winnipeg

Gatineau
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EMPOWERED BY...

COMMERCIAL

VIENA DORADO 
12 LAMINATE
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VIENA DORADO 
12 LAMINATE

Grandeur‘s Laminate and  Vinyl Flooring stands as the epitome of excellence for 

commercial applications. With CARB2 certification and A+ FloorScore rating, 

they epitomize Grandeur’s commitment to environmental responsibility, ensur-

ing healthy indoor air quality. Notably, our laminate collection has secured the 

prestigious NALFA certification for their exceptional water resistance, making 

them resilient even in moisture-prone settings. Additionally, having the AC6 

rating signifies the highest level of durability and abrasion resistance available, 

guaranteeing long-lasting, impeccable performance, making them the ultimate 

choice for commercial spaces.

Commercial          8



CAPE BRETON - ELITE COLLECTION

MONT TREMBLANT - ELITE COLLECTION

ANETO - XXL COLLECTION

KALAS NOZ - 12 COLLECTION

ENCHANTED BY...

MIDNIGHT
Inspired by the timeless allure of midnight landscapes, our intensely rich, darker colored options evoke the 

enchanting mystery of a moonlit night. From the deep, inky blacks reminiscent of star-studded skies to the 

velvety, luxurious browns like polished mahogany, each plank is thoughtfully crafted to infuse your living 

space with an air of sophisticated elegance and allure. Just as the night conceals its secrets under the cover 

of darkness, these floors bring an enigmatic charm to your home, creating an atmosphere of deep, enduring 

beauty.

Ebony Elegance

Autumn

Latte

Silver Mist
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Cape Breton - Elite Collection

Aneto - XXL Collection



Engineered hardwood floors are a combination of 

a hardwood veneer on top of durable engineered 

plywood sheets. The core is generally is comprised of 

multiple layers of plywood or other similar structures 

that are resistant to moisture, humidity, and varying 

temperatures, allowing it to be installed on any grade. 

Due to their increased stability, engineered hardwood 

collections are generally available in longer and wider 

planks than their solid counterparts. 

Laminate flooring products are made from syn-

thetic materials that mimic the look of natural 

wood. Laminate flooring is an affordable and 

water-resistant option for various areas of the 

home. It is also resistant to scratches, stains, 

and fading, making it suitable for high-traffic 

areas. Laminate flooring can be installed on any 

grade and offers a wide range of designs and 

finishes.

LAMINATE FLOORING

ENGINEERED FLOORING

Yoho - Elite Collection

Cervino - XXL Collection
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Solid hardwood is lumber that is milled from one piece of 

wood. Other flooring types such as engineered hardwood, 

laminate, and vinyl are constructed mostly from wood com-

posites or synthetic material. Solid hardwood is ideal for any 

rooms above grade that do not usually come in contact with 

water. It is also important to note that solid hardwood is not 

recommended to be installed directly onto concrete, making 

other flooring types ideal for those applications.

SOLID FLOORING

SPC vinyl flooring products are made from syn-

thetic materials as opposed to wood materials. 

This type of flooring is ideal for areas that come 

in frequent contact with water -- kitchens and 

bathrooms, as the planks themselves are water-

proof. This makes vinyl products suitable to be 

installed on any grade.  All of our vinyl products 

use the convenient drop-lock-click system that 

helps in reducing the time and resources re-

quired for installation.

VINYL FLOORING

Most engineered accessories are custom made 

per each order, while vinyl is available right away. 

For engineered products, please order at least a 

week in advance.

W
indpoint - D

esigner Collection

Jasper - Elite Collection

Clear Water - Sunshine Collection
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An increasingly popular finishing technique that we offer 

at Grandeur is saw-marked hardwood floors. As its name 

implies, the saw is lowered onto the plank with varying 

placements to give the wood a more rugged and slightly 

distressed look. This look provides a beautiful contrast to 

the natural grain - making the floor look more natural and 

fashionably worn.

SAW-MARKED

Hand scraping floors is another great way to add 

character to a room. The planks are shaved in 

spots parallel to the planks for a rougher tex-

ture that creates the impression of age. Not only 

does this process offer a timeless appeal, but 

hand-scraping floors helps reduce the impact of 

wear and imperfections.

HAND SCRAPED

Hand Scraped - Icefall - Elevation Collection
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Saw-Marked - Petrichor - Enterprise Collection



A subtle yet effective technique for giving your flooring an accentuated look is wire-brushing. This 

widely embraced method entails delicately brushing the planks with a wire brush, which serves to 

introduce captivating texture and emphasize the natural grain of the wood. Beyond its aesthetic 

appeal, wire-brushed floors offer a practical advantage as well. They exhibit enhanced durability 

compared to smoother finishes, effectively concealing any minor scratches that might accumulate 

over time. This makes them a resilient and visually pleasing choice for your flooring needs.

WIRED-BRUSHED

Wired-Brushed - Laguna Beach - Paradise Collection
This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 

3.



Each piece is smoked anywhere between 12-72 hours. The 

duration, intensity, and temperature of the exposure cre-

ates the desired darkness and tint by lifting the naturally 

existing tannins in the wood to the surface. The result is 

a beautiful standout colour that looks rich and gorgeous 

while still maintaining its natural beauty.

SMOKED

Grandeur Flooring offers a range of distinctive 

flooring types, from smoked and saw-marked to 

wire-brushed, hand-scraped, and reactive stain. 

Each finish adds a unique touch to your space, 

whether it’s a touch of elegance, rustic charm, 

enduring texture, warm ambiance, or an extraordi-

nary blend of aesthetics and resilience. The choice 

is yours, and each one tells its own story.

Reactive Stain - Cape Breton - Elite Collection

4.
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Smkoed - Cocoa Beach - Sunshine Collection



One of the most intriguing ways to achieve a distinctive and weathered appearance on your floor-

ing is through reactive staining. This captivating process involves applying reactive solutions to the 

wood, creating chemical reactions that result in rich, unique color variations and patterns. Reac-

tive-stained floors not only deliver a striking visual impact but also possess a remarkable ability to 

mask signs of wear and tear over time. This combination of aesthetics and practicality makes them 

an excellent choice for those seeking both style and durability in their flooring.

REACTIVE STAIN
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TRANSFORMING 
HOMES WITH 

FLOORING



Discover the power of transformative interior 

design through flooring. Your home is more than 

just walls and a roof; it’s a canvas of possibilities. 

At Grandeur Flooring, we believe that great 

flooring goes beyond aesthetics. It enhances 

how you live, elevating your space’s functionality 

and style.

Our wide range of flooring options opens the 

door to creating multifunctional rooms that 

adapt to your unique lifestyle. Whether it’s the 

timeless charm of hardwood, the durability of 

laminate, or the versatility of vinyl, your choice 

in flooring can shape the way you experience 

your home.

With Grandeur’s exquisite flooring collec-

tions, you’re not just selecting materials; you’re 

curating an environment that tells your story. 

Choose flooring that aligns with your vision, 

whether it’s the warmth of wood or the mod-

ern appeal of vinyl. Our focus on quality, style, 

and functionality ensures your home remains 

versatile, adaptable, and truly yours. Whether 

you’re renovating, redecorating, or starting from 

scratch, let your home be a testament to your 

personality and lifestyle. Because great flooring 

is about more than what you see – it’s about 

how your home works for you.

Miami - Sunshine Collection

Destin - Sunshine Collection

This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 

This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 
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natural

In the realm of interior design and home decor, focusing 

on natural elements is a trend that’s taking the indus-

try by storm. As we seek to create spaces that exude 

warmth, tranquility, and a connection to the outdoors, in-

corporating natural elements becomes the key to achiev-

ing this harmonious blend. From the elegant simplicity of 

wooden furniture and exposed stone walls to the vibrant 

greenery of indoor plants, natural materials and motifs 

are transforming living spaces into serene sanctuaries. By 

integrating earthy colors, organic textures, and sustain-

able materials, interior design is not just about aesthetics; 

it’s a celebration of the environment.

Focus on Natural Hardwood

Moreover, the emphasis on natural elements goes beyond 

mere aesthetics. It’s a reflection of our growing aware-

ness of the importance of sustainability and eco-con-

scious living. With an array of eco-friendly, renewable 

materials at our disposal, we can now create beautiful, en-

vironmentally responsible interiors. From bamboo floor-

ing to recycled glass countertops, these choices not only 

enhance the visual appeal of our homes but also reduce 

our ecological footprint. By focusing on natural elements 

in our design, we’re not just elevating the aesthetics of 

our living spaces; we’re fostering a deeper connection to 

the world around us and embracing a more sustainable 

way of life.

Santa Cruz - Paradise Collection This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 
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Our Metropolitan Collection is meticulously crafted from 

the beauty of white oak, featuring a stunning European oak 

veneer. The floors undergo a natural cracking and deep 

brushing process, enriched with a robust filler, resulting 

in their distinctive and signature appearance. These neu-

tral-hued, engineered white oak floors come in a generous 

7-1/2” width, with the majority of planks extending 6 feet 

long. This collection adds an elegant and timeless touch to 

any interior.

Metropolitan Collection

Less is undoubtedly more. Grandeur’s Paradise Collec-

tion embraces the unadorned beauty of nature and life 

itself. In a world where ‘natural’ reigns supreme as one 

of the most sought-after color palettes, it’s no surprise; 

natural shades have an inherently calming effect and can 

significantly enhance the ambiance of your space. The 

planks in our Paradise Collection undergo a delicate 

smoking process, coaxing out the tannins within the 

wood, a method that unveils the true, organic wood col-

ors from deep within. This creates a genuinely authentic, 

nature-inspired look that resonates with the essence of 

the great outdoors.

Paradise Collection

Rhine River - Metropolitan Collection

Rhine River - Metropolitan Collection
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Our Elevation collection showcases 7-1/2” hickory 

engineered hardwood flooring with a subtle scraped 

texture, artfully smoked to capture one-of-a-kind, 

nature-inspired hues.

Elevation Collection

Designed with practicality in mind, the Enterprise 

collection of 7-1/2” engineered hardwood boasts dis-

tinct band saw distress marks on a 3mm thick veneer. 

Through wire brushing and smoking, this collection 

adds character without sacrificing style, emphasizing 

both functionality and fashion.

Enterprise Collection

Lagom -Enterprise Collection

Icefall -Elevation Collection
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Petrichor -Enterprise Collection

Nordic Sand -Enterprise Collection

It’s about cultivating a lifestyle that harmo-

nizes with your surroundings. The heart 

of the home, the kitchen, is where the day 

begins with shared meals and cherished 

conversations. In our carefully curated col-

lections, such as the Enterprise Collection, 

we embrace this notion. The authentic wood 

textures and warm colors of this collection 

create a welcoming environment. It’s a place 

where you can embrace the art of intentional 

living, from enjoying morning coffee to pre-

paring meals that nourish both body and soul.

Piano play, a true expression of artistry, de-

serves a space that resonates with creativity. 

Our versatile flooring collections, like those 

in our Elevation Collection, offer timeless 

designs and the durability needed for ev-

eryday life. The smooth, unblemished planks 

of Metropolitan evoke a sense of refined 

elegance. This is a space where melodies and 

memories intertwine effortlessly.

Intentional living extends to other spaces 

as well. A well-organized bookshelf, with its 

textured backdrop and inviting seating in 

the living room, fosters a reading nook for re-

laxation and reflection. Here, the Enterprise 

Collection from Grandeur Flooring with its 

distressed, natural look provides a sense of 

serenity. These spaces embody the essence of 

intentional living – thoughtfully designed and 

artfully crafted for a life well-lived.

Intentional living goes 
beyond the confines of a 
space
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Fortune favors the bold. Our new Elite Collection of oak engineered 

hardwood features extravagantly wide, 9-½” boards; including mostly 

full length planks measuring over 7’. Taking more than 144 hours of 

processing; each plank in the Elite Collection undergoes a rigorous 

selection, manual sanding and reactive staining process to achieve the 

desired texture and color. Boasting some of the widest widths avail-

able; the Elite collection is uniquely designed for its high-end appeal 

-- best suited for the most luxurious of luxury homes.

Elite Collection

Yoho - Elite Collection

Mont Tremblant - Elite Collection
23          Style Spotlight 



“Great flooring is how the

Exceptional flooring doesn’t merely serve as a 

foundational underfoot; it fundamentally shapes 

your living space. It has the potential to elevate 

your home’s functionality and aesthetics, making 

it more than just a surface you walk on.

Picture walking on sturdy, stylish planks that 

blend visual appeal with practicality. These 

surfaces effortlessly endure the daily hustle and 

bustle, balancing durability with beauty, enhanc-

ing your home’s overall ambiance.

 Your choice of flooring can redefine your 

living environment. Grandeur offers a range 

of premium options, from timeless solid hard-

wood to low-maintenance vinyl and innovative 

engineered solutions, each designed to not only 

beautify your home but also enhance your daily 

life within it. Choose the flooring that comple-

ments your lifestyle and transforms your space.

interior works and enhances

how you live.”
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Welcome to a kitchen space where function meets style effortlessly. Our loose lay glue down vinyl flooring redefines prac-

ticality, ensuring your kitchen not only looks remarkable but also functions seamlessly. Crafted with durability in mind, this 

flooring solution offers the perfect balance of resilience and elegance. Say goodbye to worries about spills

Fully Functional
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This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 

Pier 17 - Ultimate Collection
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or high-traffic areas—our vinyl flooring handles daily kitchen demands with ease. Easy to install and boasting a sturdy com-

position, it brings a touch of sophistication while delivering durability that lasts. Enjoy the convenience and beauty it brings to 

your culinary haven.



Fado Sotavento - 12 CollectionKilimanjaro - XXL Collection

Our goal for our commercial flooring collections was 

clear: to provide high-quality, durable, and aesthetically 

appealing solutions for businesses. We aimed to offer 

flooring options that would not only withstand the 

rigors of commercial use but also enhance the ambi-

ance of the spaces they occupy. Whether it’s an office, a 

retail store, or a restaurant, we wanted to ensure that 

our flooring not only meets but exceeds the demands 

of commercial environments. From exceptional water 

resistance to durability and stunning design options, our 

commercial flooring is a testament to our unwavering 

commitment to providing the best commercial flooring 

solutions for businesses.

What was the goal for these

Commercial Products?
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King Peak - XXL Collection

The inspiration for our commercial flooring was drawn from a desire to combine func-

tionality and aesthetics. We recognized that commercial spaces require flooring that can 

withstand heavy foot traffic, spills, and other challenges, but we also believed that these 

practical elements shouldn’t compromise style. Our goal was to create flooring that brings 

the best of both worlds to commercial environments, allowing them to be not only highly 

functional but also visually appealing. This aspiration led us to craft collections that embrace 

a wide range of designs, materials, and finishes, ensuring that businesses can find the perfect 

flooring to elevate their spaces while maintaining the durability required for commercial 

use.

What was the inspiration behind Grandeur’s

Commercial Flooring Product Design?
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This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 

Northern Oak - Timeless Collection

Algoquin - Essential  Collection

Grandeur’s commercial grade looselay vinyl is among 

the most durable flooring available. With two differ-

ent thickness options to choose from (3mm&5mm); 

available in a wide variety of colors, this collection can 

accommodate many different projects and applica-

tions. 

Grandeur’s commercial looselay comes equipped with 

up to 0.7mm/28mil thick wear layer currently the 

thickest on the market; enhanced with ceramic bead 

coating for superior performance and durability. Easily 

installed and repaired, Grandeur’s looselay vinyl is 

highly recommended for both residential and com-

mercial spaces.

Grandeur’s Commercial Loose-
lay Vinyl



This illustration is for demonstration purposes only.
Colors and sizes depicted may vary from the actual product. 

Humber Bay - Ultimate Collection

Essential Collection: Featuring a thickness of 3mm and 

offered in a diverse range of colors, this essential collection is suit-

able for a wide array of projects and uses. 

Timeless Collection: 7” loose-lay vinyl is the most 

durable vinyl in the market, the Timeless collection offers a variety 

of beautiful and stylish colors. Easy to install*, repair, and remove, the 

Timeless collection comes with a commercial-grade 0.5mm/20mil 

wear layer, allowing it to be used in any indoor residential and com-

mercial space.

Ultimate Collection: Boasting a 5mm thickness and 

offered in an extensive range of colors, this Ultimate Collection is 

adaptable for various projects and purposes. Featuring a wear layer 

of up to 0.7mm/28mil thickness, currently the market’s thickest, 

enhanced with ceramic bead coating for unparalleled performance 

and endurance. 

TouchStone - Essential  Collection



Arles Natural - 12 Collection

Outstanding dimensional stability ensures a seamless installation process, making it possible to have a 144m  house with 

no transitions when the sum of all room sizes meets or exceeds 12x12 meters.

These laminate floors have undergone rigorous testing and proudly hold the prestigious NALFA certification for excep-

tional water resistance.

Experience peace of mind with Grandeur’s 12 Collection of laminate flooring, which holds Carb2 certification and A+ 

FloorScore certification for indoor air quality.

Rated at AC6, it offers one of the highest levels of durability and abrasion resistance available. The 12 Collection is the 

ideal choice for spaces that require exceptional surface resilience, capable of withstanding commercial use.

Grandeur proudly serves as the exclusive distributor of FINSA, a renowned brand celebrated for its high-quality flooring 

solutions, all made with pride in Spain.

Collection12
2



Collection

Mont Blanc - XXL Collection

The XXL Collection also features Embossed In Register (EIR) tech-

nology, seamlessly combining captivating visuals with tactile authen-

ticity. Through EIR technology, it brings a lifelike texture that perfect-

ly mimics the intricate grain of hardwood.

Redefine your space with Grandeur’s XXL Collection of laminate 

flooring. This collection is rated with AC6 for abrasion resistance and 

features extra-large format planks, measuring 6 feet by 9 inches, with 

a 12mm thickness for enhanced realism.

Certified with Carb2 and A+ FloorScore certifications for indoor 

air quality, the XXL Collection is safe and durable. It has undergone 

rigorous testing to receive the prestigious NALFA certification for 

exceptional water resistance.

Grandeur is the exclusive distributor of FINSA, a prestigious brand 

renowned for its high-quality flooring solutions, proudly made in 

Spain.

XXL Collection

“Bedrooms are spaces 

where flooring sets the tone

 for tranquility.”
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LAMINATE

Reducer Stair Nosing T-Moulding Vent Cover

Vent Cover T-Moulding ReducerStair Nosing

Stair Nosing T-MouldingReducer
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L E A D I N G  D E S I G N S
L A S T I N G  I M P R E S S I O N S

@Grandeurflooring
grandeurflooring.ca

6360 Northwest Dr,
Mississauga, ON L4V 1J7

1610 Sismet Rd,
Mississauga, ON L4W 1R4


